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I sent this email via Facebook to Mike Thorne, Jim Gilmour and Michael Sadler from SAGA on May 

18, 2014 – including all information from the following pages. 
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New World Order – of darkness of the World Elite (part I) – War against man, ”terror”, 9/11 

Read the details from: http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-

darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/ 

Summary 

* Lack of faith of man required the Universe to create this dark NWO and bring “the end” with the 
underlying plan to save all, create our New World and return home to God 

 The world was created on basis of energy of darkness pouring out of the Source, and it 
was friction between light and darkness via sufferings of life self that created space and 
life. 

 The physical world was created as an “opposite/inverted world” to bring strength via 
sufferings of man to the spiritual world (the motherly side of my old self) to create our 
New World. 

 Lack of faith of man in divine origination required the Universe to bring darkness including 
the dark New World Order with the ultimate goal to destroy creation/life self because the 
main rule of the Source is that life can only be life when understanding its divine 
origination. 

 Man represented by the Vatican Church worked together with people of other civilizations 
in a Universal Council deciding on how to divide darkness and take on sacrifices. 

 This Universal Council includes as members people of other civilizations and from Prime 
Minister’s and up including all royals. It is people of other civilizations, who listen to the 
Source inside the Pacific Ocean via “a giant listening centre”. 

 However, the Universe hoped that I would be able to take on lack of faith/darkness of man 
as my sufferings without giving in, thus saving the world from going under and to reach 
the Source including eternal light and happiness on the other side. 

 I did NOT give up, thus using energy of darkness as building stones for the creation of our 
New World and being the train of gold bringing home all life to the Source of “nothing”. 

 “Lack of faith” of man was a condition for the world to come as close to the end that it 
really had become “nothing” before I was able to bring it home to “nothing” of the Source. 

 Had I given in to my sufferings, Armageddon would have come through bringing the end 
of the world including horrific sufferings of man bleeding to death/being terminated. 
However, our New World would still be created inside the Source and later opened 
including the resurrection of all life as your new original selves. 

 “The end game” between light and darkness (survival or termination) was deliberately 
fought between only a little group knowing about it/me to save the world from 
anxiety/sufferings. Thus, “the game” and my sufferings were really about saving man from 
sufferings and experiencing “the horrific end” before a new beginning would still come to 
all. 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#Vatican
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#Vatican
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/my-sufferings/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/my-sufferings/
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 This battle between darkness and light including the development of the dark New World 
Order was developed by my new inner self, Jesus, and installed inside of me in 1978, and it 
is this program that the world has since been following with the purpose to bring back the 
world to the Source. 

 Later, I was told that the Source self included the record of the inevitable end of the world, 
which was known to man and the Universe not knowing about my agenda to save 
everything. The Universe has destructed as Earth was meant to do too to bring “learning 
experiences” before the TRUE creation of our New World. 

The “World Elite” declared World War III against mankind using “silent weapons” in 1954 – to kill, 
torment, control and enslave mankind 

This – and more – is what WORLD LEADERS decided to do in 1954 via the Bilderberg Group with 
the aim for “the political sub-nation” to become strong enough to detach itself from the “docile 
sub-nation” (= great silent majority) and then devour its parent, i.e. to commit genocide to 90% of 
mankind and maintain the rest in constant control, torment and enslavement for the sole benefit 
of the “World Elite” self as the “worthy few”, who wrongly believed this was necessary to do 
because Earth/God could not feed a growing world population and because they could not control 
their own delusions of grandeur, incredible greed, lust for power and sex too driving this “elite” 
completely betraying and cheating man for 60 years, who had trust in them to take care of the 
interest of a combined mankind not dreaming in their worst nightmare that this “shocking 
scenario” could be true, but it was – and it has now been stopped via my arrival. The evil New 
World Order of darkness of the World Elite has now been given up. 

 ”Natural selection”: People who will not use their intelligence are no better than animals. 
The general public has become a herd of proliferating barbarians, and a blight upon the 
face of the earth. “Cattle: Those who will not use their brains are no better off than those 
who have no brains” 

 It is left to those few who are truly willing to think and survive as the fittest to survive, to 
solve the problem for themselves as the few who really care. 

 Permanently shift wealth of the undisciplined many into the hands of the worthy few. 

 Apply new weapons so subtle and sophisticated as to earn the name “silent weapons” 

 The public cannot comprehend this weapon, and therefore cannot believe that they are 
being attacked. The weapon attacks the vitality and mobility of individuals by knowing, 
manipulating, and attacking their sources of energy and strengths. 

 The establishment of an economy which is totally predictable and manipulatable. 

 War is killing the true creditors (the public) and falling back on whatever is left of 
regenerated resources. 

 To attain a monopoly of energy, raw materials, goods, and services and to establish a 
world system of slave labor, it is necessary to have a first strike capability in the field of 
economics. 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#WWIII
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#WWIII
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite/#Bilderberg
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 Take control of the world via “quiet warfare” and reduce the economic inductance of the 
world to a safe level by a process of benevolent slavery and genocide. 

 It should be crystal clear to the reader why absolute secrecy about the silent weapons is 
necessary. 

 Keep the public undisciplined and ignorant of the basic system principles and keep them 
confused, disorganized, and distracted with matters of no real importance. 

 Sabotage their mental activities; providing a low-quality program of public education. 

 Engaging their emotions and increasing their self-indulgence by constant barrage of sex, 
violence, and wars in the media. 

 Keep the adult public attention diverted away from the real social issues, and captivated 
by matters of no real importance. 

 Entertainment: Keep the public entertainment below a sixth-grade level. Work: Keep the 
public busy, busy, busy, with no time to think. 

 Rewriting history and law and subjecting the public to the deviant creation. 

 A silent weapon system operates upon data obtained from a docile public by legal force. 

 The public is ripe for surrender and is consenting to enslavement and legal encroachment 
– the public pay income tax despite an obvious lack of honest service from the 
government. 

 “Artificial wombs” to provide a stable environment for growth and maturity, i.e. survival of 
both the general public and the elite – with a definite difference in the way each of these 
classes go about the solution of problems. 

 The public wants a human god to eliminate all risk from their life, so the human god, the 
politician promises the world and delivers nothing.  

 A nation is divided into a docile sub-nation (great silent majority) and a political sub-
nation. The political sub-nation remains attached to the docile sub-nation and tolerates it 
until it grows strong enough to detach itself and then devour its parent. 

 A primary purpose is to instill, by intimidation, in the young males of a society the 
uncritical conviction that the government is omnipotent. So junior will go to war, the true 
purpose not withstanding. 

 Even more interesting is the process by which a young man’s parents, who purportedly 
love him, can be induced to send him off to war to his death. 

 The draft is an institution of compulsory collective sacrifice and slavery, devised by the 
middle-aged and elderly for the purpose of pressing the young into doing the public dirty 
work.  
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 It is marketed and sold to the public under the label of “patriotic = national” service. 

 Once a candid economic definition of the draft is achieved, that definition is used to 
outline the boundaries of a structure called a Human Value System (“slave laborer”). 

 To secure the draft, individual brainwashing/programming and both the family unit and 
the peer group must be engaged and brought under control. 

 The family unit must be carefully disintegrated. State-controlled education and child-care 
centers to begin the detachment of the child from the mother and father at an earlier age. 
Inoculation of behavioral drugs [Ritalin] can speed the transition for the child (mandatory). 

The war plan of the war machine of NASA etc. – “the World Elite” including the Military-Industrial 
Complex – against humanity 

 The World Elite had started extermination of 90% of mankind to take control over 
evolution and “limited resources” – even Hitler was a “nice fellow” in comparison! 

 Chemtrails: Changing the PH value of the soil to bring GMO-food of Monsanto, not only 
rationing food and killing poor people but terminating life self! 

 Depopulation plans include famine, war, global pandemic plagues, deadly pharmaceutical 
drugs, weather modification/disasters, spread of AIDS-virus etc. 

 Food and water poisoning killing people like flies and collapsing the ability of man to think. 

 Terror attacks, biological warfare and microwave radiation to kill, incarcerate, enslave and 
make people sick. 

 Smart meters and sensors on everyone/everything would be used to control, imprison and 
kill you if not complying with “desired values”. 

 “Robots – Cyborgs and Humans”: Artificial intelligence was going to take over life turning 
man into “Cyborgs”. 

 “Micro dust” spreading as an aerosol and boring into lung tissues, “explosive dust” and 
“blast wave accelerators” bringing “killer tsunamis”. 

 The world elite would shield themselves from weapons and slave conditions and live the 
most sinful lives including luxury and sexual abuse of slaves/children. 

 War against man could not be done without propaganda of psychological warfare using 
mass media and collateral damage. 

 The New World Order exposed by an insider in 1969. 

 The Global Grid: Total surveillance – enslavement – depopulation. 

 Collection and surveillance of personal information and communication – man was 
secretly monitored on video from space by people of other civilizations. The top of the 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#NASA
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#NASA
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world had access to the Source recording “everything of everyone”, i.e. ultimate 
surveillance, and this was without informing man! 

The Bilderberg Group wanted to control money and man via extermination/ enslavement and 
One World Government/currency/set of values 

 The Bilderberg Group is an annual conference of the World Elite of politics, banking, 
business, royal families and the media planning on a New World Order. All top leaders and 
main official organizations of the world belong to this group many of which are founded 
and controlled by the group for example central banks because controlling the world’s 
money is crucial, for with it comes absolute control, which is its objective. 

 Bill Clinton was invited in 1991, became US President in 1992 and leader of all of this secret 
network of the World Elite as the leader of the “Presidium” on top. The ultimate goal of 
the Bilderbergers is a world government and a New World Order, to kill 80 percent of the 
world population and control the rest as obedient slaves. The main media of the world 
attend meetings promising never to report from them. They want secrecy because they 
are doing evil. Evil is done in darkness.  

 It’s objective includes One World Government with a single, global marketplace, policed 
by one world army, and financially regulated by one “World (Central) Bank” using one 
global currency.” It works for one international identify, one set of universal values, 
centralized control of world populations by “mind control” to control world public opinion, 
a New World Order with no middle class, only “rulers and servants (serfs)”, no democracy, 
no prosperity or progress, only greater wealth and power for the rulers, manufactured 
crises and perpetual wars, control of education to program the public mind, centralized 
control of all foreign and domestic policies, using the UN as a de facto world government 
imposing a UN tax on “world citizens”, expanding NAFTA and WTO globally, making 
NATO a world military, imposing a universal legal system, and a global “welfare state 
where obedient slaves will be rewarded and non-conformists targeted for extermination.” 

The Presidium of the World Elite led by Bill Clinton were ready to launch their New World Order 
but had to surrender to God/me when they could not kill me! 

 The New World of the World Elite would become a federation of independent states with 
one constitution and a steering Presidium on top with Bill Clinton as the leader, who 
thought he was the Redeemer and the world believed in him, and controlled by the 
Military-Industrial complex. 

 Everything of the totalitarian New World Order – including the constitution, Presidium, 
new systems, currency etc. – was prepared and ready to be launched, and the only thing 
blocking it was me. 

 The political Mafia of World Leaders receive HUGE bribes from oil sheiks and drug barons 
“protecting” their businesses from being closed down and FREE ENERGY, which has been 
known to man for decades, to be given to the world. 

 The World Elite hide their wealth in specially designed tax havens invented for the 
purpose. This is what they are shaking their pants to be leaked to the world. 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#Bilderberg
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#Bilderberg
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#Presidium
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#Presidium
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 This secret network decided to “hush up about Stig, he will come to destroy us, and they 
tried to murder me (via a “beam-weapon” of a UFO through my apartment window), 
which however was “impossible” to do because I was protected by faith of the Universe in 
me making their weapons useless. When they could not kill me, this is how they found out 
that I am the one. 

 They also wanted to put me away for good making me “vanish” giving me psychoactive 
drugs and using mind control to remove my spiritual communication and make me into 
their desires, which they however did not have the courage to do when I exposed their 
plans publicly.  

 Eventually it was darkness self of people, who “could not” keep their mouths shut about 
me, which made the news of my arrival spread among (famous) people of the world 
making faith grow in me, thus my strength, this is what brought it down! This darkness has 
now given up, there was nothing it could do against Stig/God. 

 Bill Clinton and all of these world leaders are my closest, who were stationed as darkness 
to kill me and the world as a condition to bring creation/eternal life WITHOUT darkness – 
with creation coming via the friction between light and darkness – which was the true 
purpose of all of this. 

 It was required for this secret network to turn over and receive faith in me and support me 
to turn over this darkness to become light of our New World, and it was only God/me they 
could surrender to. I made them decide to shut down their war plans, which were blocking 
life self and leading directly to the end of the world because their New World Order were 
NOT sustainable with life self. 

 It was God – my inner self – who stood behind all of this “terrible evilness” as the beast of 
darkness with the agenda to bring the creation of our New World using the biggest friction 
between light and darkness as the tool of creation. All of this was a “game” to bring you 
my gift of new, eternal life including joy and happiness beyond your wildest dreams :-). 
This was the only way to do it. 

 December 2013: “Are we going to pull back the accusations of Mogens Lykketoft and the 
Bilderberg group (?), because they also know that we had to go through darkness to reach 
light/survival”. 

Terror attacks including 9/11 were carried out by the World Elite to scare man into total 
submission – leading into comprehensive war 

 The September 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon were 
planned and carried out by the Secret World Government as part of the deception of the 
world to remain in control over military, political and industrial power (and money), and 
when there was no “main enemy” after the end of the cold war, the Secret Government 
“developed” the Muslim World to become the new main enemy in order to maintain and 
further develop “the complex of the evil World Order”, which was “this close” to bring the 
end of the world with the outbreak of World War III between the Muslim and Western 
World as mentioned on my Doomsday Scenario website. 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#September%2011
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/#September%2011
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/doomsday-scenario/
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 This chapter includes “scientific forensic evidence proving beyond a reasonable doubt that 
the destruction of WTC was accomplished with explosive controlled demolition”. 

 It was a “classic implosion” where “the center of the core, the penthouse area starts to move 
first, and then the rest of the building follows along with it”. 

 The Twin Towers’ destruction exhibited all of the characteristics of destruction by 
explosives at nearly free-fall acceleration, improbable symmetry of debris distribution, 
Multi-ton steel sections ejected laterally, sounds of explosions etc.  

o “Building 7 had not been hit by a plane. The fact that it fell in on itself in just six 
seconds in a classic controlled-demolition fashion left no doubt in my mind that 
something was wrong” 

o “All 3 WTC buildings fell way faster than they would have had there been any 
resistance from the lower part of the building” 

o “The tons of molten metal under just the three WTC buildings that collapsed made me 
realize that what we’re being told about how they collapsed is false” 

o “I’ve independently seen thermitic activity within 2 separate independent samples of 
world trade center dust. All of the characteristics of the micro-spheres tell me that 
thermite was used in melting those steel beams”. 

 19 men armed with box-cutters directed from half way around the world using a satellite 
phone and a laptop directed the most sophisticated penetration of the most heavily 
defended airspace in the world – flying four commercial aircrafts for over an hour without 
being molested by a single fighter or interceptor. 

 Two planes knocked down three buildings in New York, the Twin Towers and World Trade 
Centre 7, which collapsed even though no plane hit it! 

 The official 9/11 commission to investigate the whole event was delayed, underfunded, set 
up to fail, had a conflict of interest and made a cover up from start to finish. 

 Conclusion: 9/11 is the best known example of a crisis needed by the dark forces of the 
World Elite to convince the people to willingly give up their liberty in exchange for safety. 

 The World Elite fund, train and protect terrorist networks worldwide and orchestrate 
terrorist attacks against their own people to scare them into total submission. 

 “Terror” would lead into comprehensive war including nuclear weapons blowing up and 
depopulating the world. 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6QV6LK8j1Q&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6QV6LK8j1Q&feature=relmfu
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New World Order – of darkness of the World Elite (part II) – HAARP, Climate, Big Pharma 

Read the details from: http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-

darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-ii/ 

Summary 

BIG PHARMA is ONE BIG LIE creating incredible wealth to finance NWO and to kill/pacify man! 

 The global market of the Pharmaceutical Industry is approx. 1.1 trillion USD per year with 
net income of approx. 20% making the industry including many people of the World Elite 
incredible rich. 

 “Big Pharma” manipulates the world, and kills man instead of curing, and all of it is based 
upon ONE BIG LIE including mass brainwash of the medical and political system and 
mankind as its victims. 

 They need people dependent on dangerous and expensive drugs for this global mill being 
able to continue turning around. They are not in the business to cure but for people to 
remain lifelong customers of chemical drugs. 

 Finance transformed medicine into an industry by taking over the medical school skewing 
the whole industry into pharmaceutical drugs, which is what the whole system is taught 
and brainwashed to believe in, and patients as victims. 

 The medical industry uses big pay and bonuses for their sales staff to sell anything only 
focusing on money, and “incentive schemes” for doctors etc. to sell their products. It was 
GREED of brainwashed people turning this system into a killer to create incredible wealth 
also to finance the evil New World Order, and directly to kill and “pacify” people as part of 
their “depopulation” strategy. 

 In March 2014 I was spiritually told that abuse of pills of man has a big part of the 
responsibility of destruction of the Universe – because we are all one – and this is why 
pills/”medicine” was invented in the first place; to bring us to the end of the world with the 
ultimate goal for man to return to the Source as you can read from the front page of my 
website. 

The industry has turned millions of people on poisonous psychiatric drugs killing and pacifying 
them  

 The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) is the standard 
classification of (374!) mental disorders used by mental health professionals that have 
turned up to 1 out of 5 (so far) on psychiatic drugs. 

 The DSM-manual about “mental disorders” was a scam invented by man to turn me crazy 
and blame me for man’s crimes against mankind. 

 Psychiatric medication is NOT medicine in any respect, but synthetic poison 
anaesthetizing the central nervous system and brain of people. It negatively influences all 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-ii/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-ii/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-ii/#Pharma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharmaceutical_industry
http://www.psychiatry.org/practice/dsm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychiatric_medication
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vital body functions, and has NOTHING to do with “chemical imbalances”. It is poison that 
kills people and turn them into “zombies”. 

 Diseases are ”warning lights” of living wrongly, which are NOT cured with drugs but with a 
normal and healthy life, and by doing what is RIGHT and not wrong. 

 ADHD is a ”fictitious disease” making children dependent on dangerous drugs altering 
their brains to create profits and world dominance for the World Elite. 

Cancer is given to people directly via toxic chemotherapy drugs, chemicals in food, water and the 
air, and micro wave frequencies also to depopulate and control man 

 Another example is the Cancer treatment system also employing hundreds of thousands 
of people and generating billions of dollars needing its patient in order to survive. 

 Man has developed immensely in 100 years on all fields, but “have not” (officially) broken 
the cancer riddle. Today 1 out 3 people gets cancer, which was 1 out of 20 100 years ago!!! 

 Cancer is now given to people directly via highly toxic Chemotherapy drugs, via chemicals 
in food, water and the air, and via micro wave frequencies “also to depopulate and control 
man! 

Cancer kills up to 1 out of every 4: This is MASS SLAUGTERING OF MAN (!) by the World Elite, 
who is hiding multiply cures of cancer from man! 

 In some countries, cancer kills 1 out of every 4 – completely unnecessary. This is MASS 
SLAUGTERING OF MAN of the World Elite using sicknesses as a so called “silent weapon”. 

 Dr Richard Day in 1969: “We can cure almost every cancer right now. Information is on file in 
the Rockefeller Institute, if it’s ever decided that it should be released.”. 

 Big Pharma has no desire to cure cancer when it is making vast fortunes from treating the 
symptoms with devastating drugs and cell-killing, people-killing poisons like 
chemotherapy. 

 There ARE multiply cures for cancer including sodium bicarbonate and the miracle plant 
Cannabis sativa hemp (not to be smoked), but all cures are immediately targeted by “the 
system” to be ridiculed/closed down. 

“HIV-virus” does NOT exist! It is a conspiracy/genocide against Africa with no cure – but a good 
immune system can get rid of it 

 More than 60 million people have contracted the HIV/AIDS, and over 30 million have died 
from an HIV-related cause, approx. 70% in Sub-Saharan African, where fathers have been 
murdered by this “killer virus” and stolen from their children/families also affecting the 
whole community. 

 The so called “HIV-virus” does not exist. It is a conspiracy considered to be a genocide 
against Africans and the “Third World”. HIV/AIDS was spread by the hepatitis B vaccine 
produced by Merck & Co. during the early 1970s. 
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 Many places in Africa, death and disease from AIDS are the order of the day. Although 
AIDS has been front-page news for over 29 years, it is barely understood, and no cure is in 
sight. 

 Money and politics come into play with finding out about the disease. Pharmaceutical 
companies are not interested in the cure because treatment has higher revenue. 

 Doctor-prescribed remedies are deadly in their own right. “With a good immune system you 
can get rid of the HIV virus in weeks”! 

 Wherever Big Pharma can make huge profits with the spreading of sicknesses and 
epidemic viruses, this is exactly what they do while they keep smiling at you. 

HAARP: Total population control, “global warming” and apocalyptic “natural disasters” 
potentially killing billions 

 HAARP is a mass destruction weapon to alter the weather, bring “global warming”, 
destroy food supply, and to mind control and kill millions of people! 

 Global Warming was a HOAX to force world submission to CO2 taxes to finance its 
(warfare) activities leading to One World government and UN’s Agenda 21. 

 The World Elite played God using HAARP for mind control to induce/change thoughts, 
feelings, behaviour and even sicknesses/death in man. 

 HAARP deliberately caused the worst climate disasters for years and it was planned to kill 
millions/billions of people in future disasters of apocalyptic nature! 

  

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-ii/#HAARP
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-ii/#HAARP
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New World Order – of darkness of the World Elite (part III) – Banks control the world/NWO 

Read the details from: http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-

darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iii/ 

Summary 

The “invisible government” of Big Bankers controlling the economy, United Nations and the dark 
New World Order 

  “Central banks” are private banks controlling the economy, expanding public debts and 
draining wealth as an “invisible government” only to satisfy their own GREED. 

 The greatest debt bubble in history has escalated into a “death spiral” and when it will 
burst, it will bring economic chaos unlike anything ever experienced before. 

 Only few families own and control world corporations/banks including the UN, World Bank 
and all governments with the aim to enslave man via their dark NWO. 

 Oil is the TRUE weapon necessary to secure the U.S. dollar or leading to war when nations 
try to liberate themselves from the U.S. dollar and debt trap of bankers. 

 The road towards the “Gray State” including economic collapse, martial law and 
systematic takeover of liberty in order to bring about the dark New World Order. 

The end game: The financial world plays with derivatives worth ten times GDP to bring financial 
meltdown and their NWO 

 Derivatives were designed to hedge risks, but have developed into huge bets on future 
values of assets tempting investors to chase profits and take risks. 

 MASSIVE GREED, organized deception and no moral brought the planned financial crisis 
in 2008, where disaster was only avoided at enormous costs. 

 Speculation of the world using “casino money” via derivatives is ten times greater than the 
world production – it is completely and utterly raving mad! 

 The Financial World learned nothing from the 2008 crisis but has become a gigantic 
financial casino inevitable leading to the financial meltdown of the world, if not for …. 

 Banks run MAD RISKS and it only takes small decreases in the underlying asset’s price to 
wipe out a bank and bring the financial meltdown of the world. 

 Examples of HUGE losses because of careless speculation of the financial world in 
derivatives and planned actions leading to the financial meltdown. 

 The Federal Reserve and big bankers used “revolver policy” in 1997 to force the world to 
accept free trade of derivatives to bring their “end game” of financial meltdown. 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iii/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iii/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iii/#Big%20Bankers
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iii/#Big%20Bankers
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iii/#Derivatives
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iii/#Derivatives
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 The greatest bank robbery in history: The collapse of the currency via derivatives and the 
shutdown of the society – “it has been rigged, everyone knows it!“. 

Financial meltdown leading to Martial Law and UN’s NWO (Agenda 21) controlling resources and 
ending freedom of man 

 The financial meltdown leading to Martial law, global depression, hunger, removal of 
liberty,  torture and public executions to bring about the dark New World Order. 

 The New World Order of UN’s Agenda 21: Control of all resources ending freedom and 
property of man, who will be packed together at urban areas, monitored, brainwashed, 
poisoned, and mind/birth controlled as stupid work slaves! 

 False Flag Alien Invasion using extraterrestrial technology to maintain/acquire total global 
control. 

  

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iii/#Agenda%2021
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iii/#Agenda%2021
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New World Order – of darkness of the World Elite (part IV) – The Pope was the Devil self! 

Read the details from: http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-

darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iv/ 

Summary 

The Catholic Church controls the UN, NWO, bankers, Islam (!), terror and wars to bring 
totalitarian world rule to enslave man 

 Napoleon Bonaparte: “The Jesuits are a military organization, not a religious order. There 
chief is a general of an army, not the mere father abbot of a monastery. And the aim of this 
organization is: POWER. Power in its most despotic exercise. Absolute power, universal 
power, power to control the world by the volition of a single man. Jesuitism is the most 
absolute of despotisms: and at the same time the greatest and most enormous of abuses….” 

 The Catholic Church controls the world and its dark New World Order to bring total world 
control via totalitarian rule controlled by the Society of Jesus – the Jesuits – and their 
Superior General (“Black Pope”), Adolfo Nicolas, who command the White Pope and the 
Vatican City, the United Nations and all governments, the International Bankers, the 
Bilderberg group, the Freemasons, the Knights of Malta etc. and all Intelligence 
Organizations. 

 Members follow the Extreme Oath of the Jesuits including to “make and wage relentless 
war, secretly or openly, against all heretics, Protestants and Liberals, as I am directed to do, 
to extirpate and exterminate them from the face of the whole earth”. 

 Their ultimate goal is the rule of the world, with the Pope of their making, from Solomon’s 
rebuilt Temple in Jerusalem (as Anti-Christ) eliminating the Protestant Reformation, and 
they control wars, political and economic systems including conspiration of the world. The 
Jesuits are like the SS of the Catholic Church. They maintain order. 

 They aim to bring feudalism as the economic system of the dark ages with Lords owning 
everything and peasants/slaves working for them in a totalitarian rule with the abolition of 
private property, inheritance and family. 

 The Jesuits condemn freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and freedom of 
conscience. So, no man has the right to choose his own religion; no man has the right to 
publish what he feels is the truth; and no man has the right to freedom of conscience. 

 The Secreta Monita: ”The Secret Instructions are the handbooks that are given to the 
professed Jesuits, those under extreme oath. And it tells them how to conduct their plans, 
subjugating peoples and nations to the Jesuit General, and thus, to the temporal power of 
the Pope. It tells how they are to deceive and swindle people out of their fortunes. 

 The “Cold War” was a hoax to enable the Vatican to knock over country after country after 
country, and replace the leaders with dictators, subordinate to the Pope. And to bring the 
economic system of the Dark Ages with few rich lords and many poor peasants/slaves. 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iv/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iv/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iv/#Church
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iv/#Church
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_of_Jesus
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/jesuits.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/10487a.htm
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 Rome is in control of the drug trade. The Vatican controls all of the drug trade — all of the 
heroin, all of the opium, all of the cocaine, everything going around in Columbia. The 
whole drug trade is run by high Mafia families out of the country of Columbia, subject to 
the Jesuit General. 

 Any Pope who resists the Jesuits gets punished or murdered. And all the Popes know it. 

 “Rome’s—the Jesuit General’s—international intelligence community carries out all high-
level assassinations, kills anybody who’s against their program.” 

 The American Pope is the Cardinal of New York, who is in command of all military orders 
and “the Commission”, which controls all of the trucking, all the supermarkets, it’s power 
is beyond our wildest imagination, and of course, they all control the Federal Reserve 
Bank. 

 The Jesuits are the true authors of socialist-communism. Jewish Freemasonry, controlled 
by the Jesuits, implemented Communism in Russia. They used Freemasonry to implement 
Communism in Russia, and from there, China, and from there, throughout the world. 

 They blamed it all on the Jews, purged Europe of its Jews, so Europe is primarily Roman 
Catholic now. It’s a Roman Catholic block, and it will be the army of the Anti-Christ, with 
its European Union. 

 World War II was produced by Rome, the Jesuits were using the SS to mass murder the 
Jews in Europe to implement “the Final Solution to the Jewish Question” and the Nazi 
experiments on the people in the concentration camps. The Jesuits brought in all of their 
top Nazi SS soldiers into the CIA. 

 The Jesuits are not finished with their purgings and their installings of dictators loyal to the 
Pope, around the world. They pretty much have South America. They pretty much have 
Africa. But they don’t have the East, and the Orthodox nations, and the Buddhist nations. 
The purpose of the Cold War was to kill millions of these heretic, orthodox Buddhists, and 
to install in their country dictators that will carry out the Inquisition, who are loyal to the 
Pope. 

 Now that they have all of the dictators installed all throughout the world, they don’t need 
the Cold War anymore. So now they can proceed with their next agenda, and that’s the 
unification of Europe, the building up of Russia, and the destruction of the Western 
Empire. 

The Ten Commandments of Anti-Christ calling for one World Government and religion limiting 
world population by 90% 

 The Georgia Guidestones erected in 1980 are the Ten Commandments of The Anti-Christ 
calling for one world government, world religion, world courts, dramatically reducing 
world population (by 90%) to 500 million, controlling reproduction, promoting 
environmentalism and a new spirituality. 

 They say that humans are a cancer upon the earth and should be culled in order to 
maintain balance with nature – an omen of the coming “Agenda 21” (from 1992) including 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iv/#Commandments
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iv/#Commandments
http://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-sites-the-georgia-guidestones/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iii/#Agenda%2021
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the totalitarian world order of the United Nations to control all resources and end freedom 
and property of man. 

 The stones were erected anonymously by the Catholic Church, the Jesuits, knights and 
Freemasons as representatives of a secret society called the Rosicrucian Order pushing for 
their dark New World Order also with the intent to destroy Judeo-Christian beliefs. 

The Catholic Church invented Islam, wanted world domination and to kill me rather than bringing 
me the Shrine of Bethlehem 

 Islam is an invention of the Catholic Church to bring them world domination via 
totalitarian regimes controlling people. 

 The “supreme” order of the Catholic Church planned to live lives in sin including extreme 
luxury and continuous sexual abuse of children. 

 The Church wanted to kill/transfer my being to Putin to become the new fake Jesus and 
for Queen Elisabeth to overtake my mother. 

 The Shrine of Bethlehem was the very foundation of the Church to bring us home to my 
father, but it was forgotten/neglected by the Church! 

 The Shrine of Bethlehem was removed to Copenhagen because of my faith and lack of 
faith of the Catholic Church and Muslims. 

 Afterword: Goodness of the Catholic Church, the Evangelical Lutheran Church, and the 
Catholic Church knew that darkness was the road leading to salvation! 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosicrucianism
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iv/#Shrine
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-iv/#Shrine
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The UN, NGO’s and media execute the poor! 

Read the details from: http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/normal-life/the-un-ngos-and-media-

execute-the-poor/ 

Summary 

This page is really also “New World Order of darkness of the World Elite (Part V)”. 

Foreign Aid is ”sufficient as a tailor in Hell”, the UN still execute poor people as part of their 90% 
world depopulation agenda 

 Millions of people of the poor world suffer beyond imagination and die because of the 
selfish, rich man only caring about himself. 

 I have used the Dadaab refugee camp as example of “unimaginable sufferings” of the poor 
world sending out my outcry to help, but the world did nothing but hiding it! 

 Foreign aid and contributions are “sufficient as a tailor in Hell” still executing the poorest 
people, thus following the TRUE wish of 90% depopulation of UN. 

 Global military spending is 1.700 billon USD, global foreign aid is 128 billion USD and still 
rich countries want further reductions in aid – to drop bombs on the poor! 

 Irresponsible media do NOT live up to their responsibility waking up empathy of the world 
population and United Nations to TRULY lift poor people out of poverty. 

 The whole attitude of NGO’s and people is WRONG when you believe that “only little 
money” can bring a “big help”, when it is indeed keeping people in the worst poverty. 

 Selfish and greedy NGO’s paint a “too rosy picture” hiding the REAL TRUTH of extreme 
sufferings of poor people, thus directly KILLING PEOPLE! 

NGO’s have turned into cold and cynic “executioners” instead of true humanitarians also 
welcoming volunteers 

 No NGO’s accept volunteers to help directly from man to man in need herewith effectively 
blocking out the need of many thousands to offer immediate crisis help. 

 It was IMPOSSIBLE to become a volunteer with an NGO to offer HUMANITARIAN work 
despite of a GIANT need – so I was “hired” for free by Lutheran World Federation (LWF) 
because of my skills! 

 NGO’s work as bureaucratic businesses deciding over life/death – their work and lack of 
funds turn them into cold and cynic “executioners” instead of true humanitarians! 

 Some people working in the “aid industry” play a double-game sexually abusing women 
and children belonging to the weakest people in the world. 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/normal-life/the-un-ngos-and-media-execute-the-poor/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/normal-life/the-un-ngos-and-media-execute-the-poor/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/normal-life/the-un-ngos-and-media-execute-the-poor/#Hell
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/normal-life/the-un-ngos-and-media-execute-the-poor/#Hell
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/new-world-order/new-world-order-of-darkness-of-the-world-elite-part-i/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/normal-life/the-un-ngos-and-media-execute-the-poor/#Cold
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/normal-life/the-un-ngos-and-media-execute-the-poor/#Cold
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 I left LWF because they don’t accept volunteers, don’t speak the truth about human 
disasters and because I wanted to help the poorest NOT doing their office work! 
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Signs III: Proof of divine Crop Circles, UFO’s and organised cover-up 

Read the details from: http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iii/ 

Summary of Signs and Miracles III 

Crop Circles: Divine communication given to mankind 

The chapter includes two reliable documentaries of Crop Circles, which explain of  

 The connection between crop circles and ancient monuments. 

 Physical evidence within formations. 

 “Balls of light” with a “micro wave effect” creating formations. 

 Mathematical documentation of “the “divine source”. 

 Scientific tests of thousands of plants documenting changes of crop plants “governed by 
principles completely outside human beings”. 

 One crop circle showing that it is made by the “GODDESS OF ALL CREATION” or in other 
words originating from “the creator of the Universe”.  

The British Secret Service MI5 presented two individuals to the media as the makers of all crop 
circles. The majority of their claims were later proved to have been fabricated but never reported 
in the media, and this lie effectively quashed the otherwise public interest in the circle 
phenomenon. Read also about deliberate deceptions of normally professional and respectable 
media such as National Geographic and the Discovery Channel.  

Crop circles have been secretly investigated by the British Government since the 1980’s even 
though the Government deliberately has downplayed its interest in crop circles and UFO’s. They 
have tried to intimidate and censor crop circle researchers and stop the media from revealing an 
official crop circle surveillance project. They have even launched a scheme of manmade crop 
circles as a cover up with the aim to convince the public that all circles are hoaxes with “no hidden 
information” because they are manmade! 

In 1989, the Government gave this official explanation of crop circles: “The effect can be explained 
as a meteorological phenomenon in part associated with local topology” and to this day, this is still 
the official explanation! 

The organised deception of “official systems” and media manipulating and controlling the world  

 The UFO crash at Roswell in 1947 was the “birth” of the official cover up of UFO’s because 
of how it would effect the public if declared real and how advanced technology of other 
lifeforms in the hands of humans would “destabilize” known power structures and 
“commercial interests” of the world. 

 The “birth” of UFO cover up was also my “birth” with a chance to save the world because 
all deceptions, fear and wrong doings of “secret Governments” contributed in creating the 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iii/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iii/#crop%20circles
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iii/#deception
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extreme energy required – because the spiritual world worked as a mirror of the physical 
world – which helped me to reconnect with the Source in the summer of 2010. 

 “Secret governments” thought that a “clash of civilizations” against UFO’s would happen 
and based upon signs given that we were approaching the end of the world, which was still 
information they decided to keep from mankind, which was WRONG to do, but part of the 
plan to save the world! 

 Since the Roswell incident, a “debunking technique” has been developed with the purpose 
to manipulate mass opinion in situations defined as “national security at risk”, which is a 
combination of deceitful “official explanations” and direct actions covering up or “proving 
otherwise” together with reports and documentaries of the media acting on orders to 
carry out disinformation campaigns including to ridicule serious researchers. But with the 
“invention” on the Internet, it was impossible in the end for “secret governments” to 
maintain the cover up, the Internet could not be stopped. 

 I ask “power bastions” to concede defeat and populations to become part of our New 
World . 

The Disclosure Project: Indisputable proof of UFO’s and cover-ups by the “secret Government” of 
USA!  

In 2001, over twenty (of more than 400) military, intelligence, Government, corporate and 
scientific witnesses came forward in THE DISCLOSURE PROJECT to “establish the reality of UFO’s 
or extraterrestrial vehicles, extraterrestrial life forms, and resulting advanced energy and propulsion 
technologies” for example giving testimonies of:  

 U.S. Presidents – including President Obama – and World leaders frustrated in their 
attempts to penetrate UFO projects and weeping when presented with “overwhelming 
evidence”. 

 The US Army has recovered “saucers” and debris including bodies and also some alive 
from “approx. 12″ UFO crashes”. 

 “Alien Reproduction Vehicles” flying faster than the speed of light made by man and 
based on the study of extraterrestrial vehicles. 

 For more than 50 years man has had access to “zero point field of energy, which is the 
ambient form of energy from which all matter and energy is fluxing and can generate all the 
power we need to run this planet without fossil fuels and pollution” but “man” decided to 
keep this from mankind because of “commercial and political interests”! 

 The Apollo astronauts saw UFO’s on the moon when they landed but they “are told to keep 
this quiet and not to talk about it”.  

 Media control of CIA “persuade” reporters to follow “national security interests” and over 
400 US journalists including “some of the most powerful organizations and individuals in 
American journalism” had been employed by the CIA. 

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iii/#Disclosure%20project
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iii/#Disclosure%20project
http://www.disclosureproject.org/
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 The existence of a U.S. Secret Government controlled by the military-industrial complex: 
“There exists a shadowy Government with its own Air Force, its own Navy, its own 
fundraising mechanism, and the ability to pursue its own ideas of the national interest, free 
from all checks and balances, and free from the law itself.” 

 UFO’s were kept a secret to protect “commercial interests” and the “power structure” of 
the Old World! The technology behind UFO’s was of such magnitude that it could easily 
replace all existing energy generation and propulsion systems on the Earth. These new 
technologies would change the world including political power forever – no need for oil, 
gas, coal, nuclear plants – which was to be avoided at all costs! 

 People “knowing too much” were threatened, discredited and killed “if necessary” – 
including absolute top leaders! 

 “We’ve tried to shoot down several UFOs. And we’ve been successful”. “And yes, there were 
some aliens on it and yes, we got them”. 

 Extraterrestrials have several times deactivated the launch capabilities of nuclear missiles 
to protect mankind and the Universe from destruction. 

 A group of (religious) paranoid generals fear and hate the ETs and are waging war against 
them, they use Star Wars weaponry to shoot down ET craft and imprison survivors while 
attempting to extract information by force. “The very technology the ETs gave us is now 
being used against them”. 

 The concerns of human warfare and lifestyle and the good intentions of ET’s were met by 
aggressive and hostile military leaders and “secret governments”, who decided to shoot 
them down and start a war in space, which is exactly what the ET’s warned mankind from 
doing. 
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Signs IV: The Jerusalem UFO – CREATION of our New World! 

Read the details from: http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iv/ 

Summary of Signs and Miracles IV 

The Jerusalem UFO: The creation of our New World, the return of the Messiah and the 
materialisation of God :-) 

 The UFO was “the light of my mother” and it hovered for 23 seconds right above the 
Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, Israel, January 28, 2011.  

 The UFO is the same “birth star” on the sky as over my home in Denmark, which is 
announcing my “new birth” to the world and showing the direction to me as the Son of 
God.  

 It was seen by multiple witnesses and filmed by five different video cameras, see further 
below, including one government hoax trying to discret the whole event.  

 Eligael, who filmed and realeased the first video, felt a “sudden urge” to start 
investigations in a greater detail. He went one month after the event to the Western Wall 
where he “found a lead to a witness”, who had recorded the UFO up-close and on March 
19, 2011, this video was also uploaded to the Internet.  

 This video 6 includes up-close pictures of the UFO and a “mysterious” monk, who was God 
briefly alive bringing the final battle of the end times between all light and darkness to the 
world. The outcome would either bring eternal survival or a new Big Bang to end the world 
(read my daily scripts telling the story). It brought us survival and eventually our New 
World :-). 

 The keyring of video 6: Different parts of God will be united as ONE GOD and we will 
change from three to four dimensions. 

The mother of all crop circles gives the messages of the Jerusalem UFO carrying the same 
diagram on its underside! 

 The underside of the UFO is an EXACT match to the Barbury Castle Crop Circle from 1991!  

 Decoding of the crop circle and Jerusalem UFO brings this message (read my front page to 
understand the message of the return of the Messiah and the materialisation of God): 

 
THE CREATION OF A NEW UNIVERSE BY THE TRINITY INCLUDING 
A NEW GOLDEN AGE OF AN ETERNAL NOW COMING AFTER THE 
RETURN OF THE MESSIAH AND THE MATERIALISATION OF GOD 

Evidence supporting this the most important event in history 

 Besides from the witnesses filming the event, a small number of other witnesses have 
stood forward:  

http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iv/#UFO
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iv/#UFO
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iv/#mother%20crop%20circle
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iv/#mother%20crop%20circle
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iv/decoding-of-mother-of-all-crop-circles-and-jerusalem-ufo/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/
http://stigdragholm.wordpress.com/signs-and-miracles/iv/#evidence
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o “It was like the ball came down, left a note at the Western Wall and returned to 
heaven” – “we were in shock”.  

o “I know what I and 2 friends we saw with our eyes. All Jerusalem talking about it and 
you think you invented the wheel here”. 

 Despite of “all Jerusalem talking about it”, most people were afraid to stand forward 
because of the risk of a “public pillory”.  

 A new witness revealed in December 2011 the “secret of the rock” which is the hole 
underneath the rock, which Jesus fell into becoming part of the Source inside of it, and it is 
from here that Jesus was resurrected as my “new self” as Stig. 

 Pictures provided by Allan Clark of the UFO Jerusalem Facebook group show the simple 
truth that all locations and dimensions of all genuine videos match with reality. What more 
proof do you need? What you see is what you get, it is that simple to comprehend unless 
you are sceptical of nature and want to misunderstand! 

 “Ufo Politics” from the same forum did admirable work recreating the entire event in 3D 
and when following the exact path of the UFO, he reached the conclusion that “it matched 
exactly with the angles where the videos were taken” and it “only leads us to the assurance 
of this event reality”. Objective quality work as this is, is what leads to the truth and not 
“poor work by sceptics”, who blinded by the darkness tried to make the world believe that 
this was a “hoax”. 

 Allan Clark says about the important video 6 including “the monk”: “I’ve been looking at 
this main part of the video from the craft coming down to taking back off and I cant find any 
hint of CGI in there at all” (CGI is “Computer-generated imagery” software applying 3D 
special effects to films) but still people refuse to believe in this monk because “he MUST 
be a hoax” (!), which he however is not; he is merely God showing himself, informing you 
about the approaching “eternal survival or termination” and telling you about the power of 
your own sceptical voice not believing in him!  

 About video 4 and what it would take if it had not filmed reality: “The entire Old City of 
Jerusalem would have to be created in 3D involving expensive and complex software and 
hardware, highly detailed scenery, animated driving cars, along with all different lighting, 
glowering texturing, architectural design and landscaping”. 

  

http://www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_196061063754905&ap=1
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See more of this from Signs IV above. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27XrhWUTnUc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27XrhWUTnUc

